2009 SMILE Summer Teacher Workshop High School Club Activities
Water We Have Here? Local Watersheds

Water We Have Here? Local Watersheds
Material adapted from:
“Over Hill and Dale”, “Runoff Races”, “Soak it Up” and “Wetland Habitats” from
Wow! The Wonders of Wetlands, Project Wet, 2006.
Introduction:
Water in wetlands is connected to the landscape around it. All of the land that feeds
water into aquifers, lakes, and streams between ridges is called a watershed. Human
activities in the watershed ultimately affect the water, particularly through runoff.
Wetlands filter out and absorb many pollutants from runoff as it travels across the
land. These pollutants include soil (sediments), fertilizer, chemicals, trash, gasoline
and oil. Our survival depends upon a clean water supply, and the protection of
wetlands is vital to sustaining good water quality as well as abundant habitats.
In this activity, students will be introduced to watersheds and their component
wetlands, paying particular attention to their local community. Students will also gain
insight into wetlands as a “natural filter” and the processes by which wetlands are fed
water.
Objectives:
Students will be able to:
• Interpret a topographic map of their area.
• Recognize human-influenced features and activities that affect water quality.
• Understand the role wetlands have in maintaining water quality.
• Describe how some wetlands are fed by water.
• Classify different wetland habitats by their characteristics and identify these
types in their local watershed.
Ocean Literacy Principles
These activities support:
• Essential Principle # 5 – The ocean supports a great diversity of life and
organisms.
• Essential Principle # 6 – The ocean and humans are inextricably interconnected.
Materials:
(Materials in bold are provided by SMILE)
Part A
Shallow baking pans
Dixie cups
Aluminum foil
Kool-aid powdered drink mix
Sponges
Water
Dry erase markers
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Part B
Quart jar with lid
Pebbles, sand, dirt, clay, crushed leaves, etc.
Piece of artificial turf (doormat)
Flat sheet of plastic (Approx same size as the doormat)
2 Flat sheets of wood or stiff cardboard (to support turf/plastic sheet)
2 Aluminum pans
2 Containers of water (equal amounts)
Something to prop up models so they tilt
Part C
Jug of water
Blue food coloring
Shovel or hand trowel
Oasis foam (for flower arranging)
Spoons or scissors
Cardboard strips
5” x 8” pieces of cardboard covered with foil
Paper cups
Part D
Pictures of Wetlands (e.g. cut from magazines)
Paper and Pencils
Materials provided are enough to support 20 students
Handouts/Transparencies:
Laminated Topographic Maps of the Local Area
Wetland Habitats Flow Chart
Habitat Cards
Set-Up
1. Prepare the demonstration model for part B: Mix together the different sediments
in the quart jar, filling it ½ to ¾ full. Top off the jar with water and secure the
lid. Shake the jar until the contents are thoroughly mixed and set the jar on a
table in the front of the class.
2. Also for this demonstration in part B, set up the two aluminum pans and two
containers of water. Staple, glue or pin the turf to one of the supporting flat
sheets and the plastic to the other. The turf and the plastic should be roughly the
same size and will be used to model two different wetlands in each pan. Set these
materials aside by the jar of sediment.
Part A: Watershed Maps
1. Introduce the concept of watersheds and wetlands. Note that gravity causes
precipitation to run downhill and eventually into waterways, the heart of a
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watershed. Ask the students how they think activities in land could potentially
affect wetland regions.
2. Divide students into groups. Provide each group with a laminated topographic map
of their area and dry erase markers.
3. Have each group study the map and mark the following on their map:
• Location of the school
• Location of the nearest body water to the school
• The potential source of this body of water
• Particular areas of interest in managing this watershed, e.g. Factories,
malls, wastewater treatment plants, highways
• Different zones of land use, i.e. industrial, commercial, residential, natural
areas and parks
Different colors could be used to decipher each marking.
4. Discuss the following questions with the students:
• What is our nearest body of water?
• Where does this water originate?
• What human activities may potentially harm this water body? How and why?
5. Provide each group with the pans, dixie
cups, aluminum foil, kool-aid and
sponges. Have each group construct a
model of their watershed by propping the
pan up on a book, and arranging and
covering the cups with foil to create high
hills and a valley basin. In this model
watershed, the high end represents
mountains, while the creases in the foil
are streams and rivers that are bordered
by wetlands.
6. Have each group soak their sponges with
water and pour “rain” over their
watershed to watch where it runs. They
can adjust the model to make it more
realistic to the local setting if they wish.
7. Now have each group sprinkle the koolaid (“pollutants”) on various locations
around their model, discussing how this
might correspond with land use in each
location. Let them make it “rain” again
and watch what happens. Where do these
pollutants go? What kinds of pollutants
might this kool-aid represent?
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Part B: Wetland Modeling
1. Begin this section with a class demonstration. Explain that runoff water not only
may carry pollutants, but also sediments of different sizes. The fast the flow, the
larger the sediment particles can be transported in suspension. As the water slows,
the larger sediment particles settle out first and in still water, the finer particles
will settle to the bottom.
2. Show the class the jar of sediments, drawing their attention to how the sediment
settles by particle size (heaviest first), and explain how muddy water can be
potentially harmful to wildlife.
3. Begin the demonstration. Explain that the turf sheet and the plastic sheet are each
a wetland model. The turf represents a healthy wetland, one that is filled with
plants. The plastic sheet represents an unhealthy wetland, where many of the
plants have died or have been removed. Ask the students to imagine that in each
wetland, water enters through a stream, flows through the wetland, and
eventually into a lake or ocean (the pan).
4. Add sediment from the jar into each of the two containers of water. Ask two
volunteers to hold the “wetlands” above each of the pans to collect the water. Ask
another two volunteers to simultaneously pour the water onto the high end of each
model. Questions to ask:
• Which wetland produced the fastest water flow? (the bare, unhealthy one)
• In which wetland would more sediment settle out? (The healthy one with
plants)
• Which water would therefore have clearer water flowing from it? (Healthy)
• How would digging a ditch through a wetland affect water quality
downstream? (It would create a channel where water would flow quickly,
without passing through the wetland plants, diminishing their filtering
action).
• Why is this relevant to wetland management? If so, what impacts may
result?
Part C: Wetland Formation
1. Review local wetland areas with the students. Ask them to picture these places
and make suggestions to where the water originates. Inform students that wetlands
may form in areas where:
•
•
•

Rainwater and/or groundwater collect
The ground is concave and water collects on top of an impervious layer
(e.g. a pond)
Waterways overflow their borders

2. Divide the class into small groups, and provide each group with 2 pieces of oasis
foam, 2 cardboard strips and a piece of foil-covered cardboard. Have each group
create a depression (a “pond”) in the center of one piece of foam with a spoon or
scissors, and a long strip (a “river”) in the other piece. Make sure they do not cut
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all the way through. Have students place a cardboard strip under each cutaway
section of the foam, to represent the waterway’s bed.
3. When all of the models are ready, give each group a cup of blue-colored water to
pour into the waterways. Have groups tilt the stream foam to allow water to flow
and describe what happens.
4. To illustrate that wetlands are also fed by surface water, describe how rainwater
that lands on a slope produces runoff. Have each group use the foil-covered
cardboard to represent a hillside. The bottom of each piece should rest on a
sponge and the end should be held up. Have groups pour water onto the foil near
the top of the slope and describe what happens. Water should collect in the foam
at the base of the hill; some water may seep out away from the hill.
5. Now that the foam pieces are saturated, repeat step 2. The waterways should
overflow, demonstrating floodplain wetlands. This is also surface water.
Part D: Wetland Habitats
1. Explain that students will be using a flow chart to identify ten different wetland
types by the habitats they provide. Review the use of a flow chart and practice as
group with some of the wetland pictures.
2. In pairs, have the students use the wetlands flow chart to identify wetlands from
habitat cards and/or pictures. If using pictures, students will have to infer the
salinity of the wetland from the types of plants shown. Habitat card answers:
1) Sandy beach
2) Shrub swamp
3) Aquatic plant bed
4) Wet meadow
5) Mud flat
6) Tidal freshwater marsh
7) Forested wetland
8) Seagrass bed
9) Bog
10) Salt marsh
Extensions:
1. Have students test their wetland habitat knowledge by taking a field trip to a
mystery wetland.
2. Using a map of the United States, have students discuss where the different
wetland types might appear.
3. Have students construct a “Wetland Wheel” – a tool for plant identification in
wetlands (see attached lesson plan).
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Wetland Habitats Flow Chart
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Habitat Cards 1
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Habitat Cards 2
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Habitat Cards 3

